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Abstract:

Today, it is common for trains to incorporate autonomous positioning systems based on geo-location
technologies similar to those used on road transportation. These positioning systems represent a cost
effective solution for railway companies operating in not evolved regions. Furthermore, these positioning
systems can enhance the reliability of positioning systems based on the occupation of the tracks (which are
most used in the most developed regions). Autonomous positioning systems calculate the position of the
train, but the position has to be sent from the train to the control center. GPRS/3G mobile technologies and
WiFi radio technologies are the most common technologies for transmitting the position to the control
centers. These technologies do not guarantee 100% coverage in certain areas such as tunnels or
mountainous regions. This paper presents the results of the tests on an autonomous positioning system to
add a new communications technology in order to increase its coverage. This technology is TETRA, which
is a radio technology that has been traditionally used for voice transmission, but it can be a good
complement to GPRS/3G when there is no coverage.

1

INTRODUCTION

Train positioning systems are a key element to
ensure the safety of the rail system. Most positioning
systems are based on electronic devices that are
installed on the tracks. These positioning systems
are very robust and reliable, but when they stop
working, security levels are significantly reduced. In
these situations the position of trains is done
manually by live-voice communication between
drivers and control centers. For this reason, in recent
years, there have been many initiatives to develop
backup positioning systems, in which the train
becomes the protagonist (Jiang et. al., 2010) (BaiGen et. al., 2011). These positioning systems
calculate the position of the trains by means of
different position sources: GPS, MEMS gyroscope,
maps, ATP, odometer, etc. Once the position is
calculated, it is sent to the control center using a
wireless communications network, usually GPRS or
3G. The main limitations of these systems are the
coverage of mobile communications (tunnels,
overgrown or isolated areas, etc.), and the cost of the
communications (usually communications network

belongs to a private operator). To tackle this
limitation, this paper presents the results of tests
performed with a train positioning system in order to
improve reliability. The tests were focused on
evaluating the improvement achieved by
incorporating the TETRA as a backup channel in
situations where there is no GPRS/3G coverage.
The paper is organized in 5 sections: Section 2
details the potential of TETRA technology for
transmitting position information in the railways.
Section 3 explains the underlying details of the
positioning system and communications architecture
to send the position from the trains to the control
center. Section 4 shows the results of the tests; and
finally, the paper concludes with Section 5 which
details the conclusions and future lines of work.

2

TERRESTRIAL TRUNKED
RADIO FOR DATA
TRANSMISSION

TETRA (TErrestrial Trunked RAdio) is the
communications standard, defined in 1999 by the
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European Telecommunications Standards Institute,
for a generation of digital radio products. The main
characteristics of TETRA are:
 It is an open standard air interface so it provides
real interoperability with other communication
systems.
 High spectrum efficiency with short bandwidth
that allows creating private workgroups of users and
high quality of services, for example at voice
communications.
 It can be used on all frequencies below 1000
MHz frequency bands for Private Mobile Radio
(PMR) and public safety applications are assigned
on a national basis.
 In the railway context it offers encrypted and
high-quality communications in noisy environments
and whatever the signal conditions, providing up to
28Kbps bit rate.
 It is a mature technology with several suppliers
of terminals.
At the beginning, TETRA was deployed to satisfy
the needs of the Private Mobile Radio (PMR), Public
Access Mobile Radio (PAMR), Land Mobile Radio
(LMR) and the public applications for security and
protection corps, guard coast, fire-fighter’s services
and ambulances. But later developments at the
standard allowed Package Data Optimized (PDO)
transmission mode and Short Data Services (SDS)
that is comparable with the Short Data Message
(SMS) of GSM.
Package Data Optimized is used by modern
systems to transmit voice message, electronic mail,
data interchange, and so on. In this regard,
Enhanced-PDO known as DAWS (Digital Advanced
Wireless Services) provides a 2Mbps bit rate to be
used in combination with UMTS in high mobility
scenarios as Railroad Digital Networks (Wenlong,
Haige and Hongjie, 2002).
Short Data Services are transmitted over the
control channel in a point-to-point or point-tomultipoint
format
without
any
reception
acknowledgement. Two message formats are
available:
 Status messages that only with 16 bits can
represent 65,535 messages.
 User messages that use a variable package size
from 16 to 2,047 bits.
In Railroad Networks basic TETRA Short Data
Service for polling and transmitting GPS position in
Location Information Protocol (LIP) format can be
easily used with a high reliability in different
scenarios because SDS messages can be send
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between subscribers, between subscriber and
dispatcher and subscriber and fixed host in the
network. Moreover, SDS messages can be sending
to individual subscribers or broadcasted on a number
of base stations to all subscribers using that base
station.
In the railroad applications TETRA works in
PDO or SDS modes. These systems are connection
oriented so the mobile node installed in the train
requires first a connection to a specific Base Station
to start the data transmission. As the train is a
moving node, fast handover techniques are needed
to maintain the node connected to the network. This
process produces a delay in the communication that
can break down the link and cause the failure of the
data transmission (Palit, Bickerstaff, and Langmaid,
2009). Moreover, railway networks may also suffer
from the following problems caused by the handover
applied techniques:
 Handover to a wrong cell, which has the same
main control channel frequency as a neighbour cell.
The Mobile Station (MS) then loses all sensible
neighbours as it gets information on neighbours to
the "wrong" cell.
 Cell dragging by an MS, where frequency reuse
is reduced by interference of the transmitting MS
with others that would otherwise be out of range.

3

POSITIONING SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

Our positioning system (Carballedo et al., 2010) is
organized conceptually into two functional blocks:
(1) the positioning system itself, and (2)
communications system. The positioning system is
responsible for calculating the position, while the
communications system sends the position from the
train to the control center. Then the particularities of
each are described.

3.1

Positioning System

Train positioning system is primary based on GPS
data. This system is able to generate train
positioning information applying a logical
approximation algorithm for matching railway lines
and GPS coordinates (Guan-Wei et al., 2009). To
generate the most accurate positioning information,
this system uses railway lines lengths (in kilometres)
and traffic signals positions. Based on this
information, the data extracted from the hardware
(GPS, MEMS gyroscope, maps, ATP and odometer)
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and posittioning algoriithms, this sysstem translatess the
train poosition to killometric poin
nts. A kilomeetric
point is a metric useed by the raillway companny to
tabulate the lines wherre its trains cirrculate.
Nowadays, GPS is a good
d and low cost
positioniing solution because of its reliabilityy in
railway environmentss (Bertran, and Delgado-Peenin,
2004). B
But due to GPS
G
inherent error (multippath,
ionospheeric propagaation…), GP
PS only baased
systems have not enoough accuraccy. The reasoon is
that besides the positioon of trains, itt is also necesssary
to know
w the exact trrack each traain takes. Thiis is
especiallly complex because
b
the GPS positionning
accuracyy is around thhree meters, and
a the trackss are
separatedd by less thann 2 meters. Th
herefore, in oorder
to detecct the exactt track, 5 different
d
posiition
informattion sources arrea are used:
 GPS Coordinates.. It provides absolute posiition
data. Thee GPS chip iss in the on boaard hardware. The
developm
ment of the positioning system has bbeen
based onn standards. Thherefore, in th
he future, it woould
be posssible to migrrate to or integrate
i
anoother
navigatioon satellite system like Galiileo.
 MEM
MS Gyroscopee. It provides angular speeed. It
is also inntegrated in thhe on board haardware.
 Mapss. They are organized
o
as in (Guan-Weei et.
with
al., 20099), (Saab, 20000a) and (Saaab, 2000b) w
coordinaates
inform
mation.
Combining
m
maps
informattion with gyrroscope data, it is possiblle to
identify the exact tracck. All the maps
m
are storeed in
the internnal memory of
o the positioning systems.
 Autom
matic Train Protection
P
(A
ATP) Data. T
They
are an addditional part of signaling systems. Theree are
differentt kinds of ATPs,
A
but alll of them nneed
beacons located in thee infrastructurre. These beaccons
provide a unique ID and
a are used to correct posssible
gyroscoppe-based trackk detection mistakes.
m
Relaation
between tracks and beacon
b
ID is also
a
stored inn the
memory of the positiooning system.
 Odom
meter. It proviides relative position
p
data. It is
a covereed distance reegister. It has an accumulaative
error duee to wheels wearing
w
away and wheels s lide.
But it is very useful when
w
there is no
n GPS coverrage.
In fact, for tracks without GPS
S coverage, oonly
distance and speed data
d
are used to determinee the
exact position of the trrains.

3.2

utiérrez et al.,, 2010). This architecture has been
(Gu
imp
plemented and
d deployed onn a router man
nufactured
by Hirschmann
H
which
w
meets thhe specificatio
ons of the
railways. In addition too the router, the
com
mmunication system integgrates two GPRS/3G
G
mod
dems and a WiFi
W radio inter
erface.
Each train rides
r
two coommunication systems
(one at each end of the train) that operate according
a
to a master-slaave scheme. The masterr system
man
nages commu
unications wiith the contro
ol center,
and
d the slave monitors itts behaviourr. If an
abn
normality is detected,
d
the sslave takes th
he role of
the master.
The commun
nications syste
tem is prograammed to
swiitch between the two comm
munication tech
hnologies
(mo
obile or WiFi)) based on a nnumber of paarameters,
such as: priority
y, volume of information, coverage
and
d communicaation cost. O
On one han
nd, WiFi
tech
hnology is useed for transmiitting large vo
olumes of
info
ormation, succh as logs off operation or
o CCTV
imaages. Furtherm
more mobile ttechnology is used for
tran
nsmitting info
ormation of small size and
a
high
prio
ority, such as the
t position oof trains.
Figure 1 show
ws the commu
munications arcchitecture
of the
t positioning
g system. As can be seen, the trains
are connected to the conntrol center via two
GPR
RS/3G links (each withh a differen
nt phone
opeerator, to ensure
e
maxim
mum coveraage and
robustness) and a WiFi link (w
which is only active in
the stations). Alll subnets (GPPRS/3G and WiFi)
W
are
inteegrated into th
he Ethernet nnetwork of th
he control
cen
nter by means of firewalls, eensuring the seecurity of
the information transmitted
t
frrom the trainss. Finally,
the figure also illlustrates the fu
future integratiion of the
TET
TRA
network
in
tthe
commu
unications
arch
hitecture.

C
Communicaations Systeem

The com
mmunications system that iss used to trannsmit
the posittion is based on a wirelesss communicattions
architectture which alllows a full-du
uplex transmisssion
of inform
mation betweeen trains and the control ceenter

Figure 1: Communicatioons architecturee.

Currently the
t
communnication system is
opeerational, but mobile
m
technoology has the following
f
limitations:
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% of coveragee. This is becaause
 Theree is only 80%
the railw
way line whichh is using thee communicattions
system ggoes through mountainous
m
areas,
a
with lotts of
vegetatioon, and also thhere are many
y tunnels.
 The transmission of informatio
on via the moobile
network,, has a cost, which
w
depends on the volum
me of
informattion transmitteed.
These tw
wo constraintss, makes the positioning
p
sysstem
not veryy reliable. Foor this reason
n, extensive w
work
was donne to analyze the simplestt way to incrrease
coveragee in the transm
mission of info
ormation from
m the
trains too the control center. This is the reasonn for
carrying out the work presented in this
t paper.
The line on which the positiioning system
m is
being uused, has a TETRA nettwork for vvoice
communnication. Thiss communicattion network has
with
100% off coverage andd it has no cost associated w
the volum
me of informaation transmittted. This wass the
motivatioon for the sttudy of comm
munication deelays
presentedd below.

4

TE
EST AND RESULTS
S

In this foourth section we present th
he field tests ddone
in a real life scenaario and anaalyse the ressults
obtainedd. The main objective of the tests waas to
determinne whether a TETRA nettwork is a vvalid
alternativve for the trannsmission of the
t positions ffrom
the trainss to the controol center.
The ttests have beeen done on a railway track that
goes from Bilbao to San Sebastian
n (in the nortth of
Spain). T
The route is abbout 140 km. and runs throough
a mounttainous area (with lots off vegetation) and
numerouus tunnels. Because
B
of the terrain, the
GPRS/3G
G coverage reaches only 80%
8
of the trrack.
Furtherm
more, the line has a TETRA
A network, w
which
for thee moment is used only
o
for vvoice
communnications. Cuurrently, the communicattions
architectture of the positioning system is baased
primarilyy on GPRS/3G
G communicaations. So, alll the
tests haave been focused
f
on comparing the
with
performaance of the cuurrent solution
n (GPRS/3G) w
a new soolution that inttegrates the trransmission off the
position through a TE
ETRA network. To make this
comparisson three diifferent scenaarios have bbeen
defined, as detailed beelow:
In thhe first scenarrio (which co
orresponds too the
current version of the positioniing system), the
position is transmittedd via GPRS/3G technologyy. To
establishh communication, the mobile phone provvider
has definned a virtual private netw
work (VPN) inn its
communnications netw
work. This VPN
V
is integrrated
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h the Ethern
net network oof the contro
ol center.
with
Thu
us, train posittions are trannsmitted securrely from
the trains to the control
c
center..

Figure 2: Scena
nario 1.

In the second scenario, bboth the train
n and the
ntrol center arre equipped w
with a TETR
RA radio.
con
Thu
us, all comm
munications aare made through the
TET
TRA network
k, without thee intervention
n of other
netw
works. This second sccenario analy
yses the
perfformance of the communnications betw
ween two
TET
TRA radios. The main oobjective of this test
scen
nario is to im
mprove the possitioning systeem in the
futu
ure. In order to increase saafety levels, the
t trains
running on the same
s
section,, could exchaange their
possitions. Thus, each train woould know thee location
of nearby
n
trains (like
(
radar).

Figure 3: Scena
nario 2.

The third sceenario is the oone to be imp
plemented
in the final solution. A TE
ETRA radio will be
insttalled on thee train. Thiss radio transsmits the
possition to the TETRA netw
work. And fin
nally, the
possition will reacch the controll center throug
gh a VPN
thatt integrates the
t TETRA nnetwork and Ethernet
netw
work of the control centter. Note the TETRA
radiios mentioned
d in the seconnd and third scenarios
are dedicated excclusively for tthe transmissiion of the
possition.
With the threee scenarios, several tests batteries
hav
ve been develloped. The teests have con
nsisted of
sending position messages beetween a train
n and the
ntrol center. The
T messagess have a size of 572
con
bytees and their content
c
describbes the train itself, the
possition where the
t train is loocated and th
he quality
(sou
urce) of the position.
p
Duriing testing, th
he time it
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takes to get messagess from the traain to the conntrol
center has been meassured. To enssure that the ttime
ning system ass the
was corrrect, both the train position
control ccenter have been
b
synchron
nized using N
NTP
client. A
All transmissiions have beeen made throough
TCP socckets; so that the messages were receiveed in
the same order they were sent. To cover all the
possibilities, the two modes
m
of dataa transmissionn that
offers TE
ETRA (SDS and
a PDO) hav
ve been testedd. In
this sensse, since PDP
P mode has a communicattions
set-up tiime and an expiration
e
tim
me, the messaages
have beeen sent at diffferent intervalls of time to fforce
the closuure and openning of the PDO
P
connecttion.
Finally, note that only correectly transmi
mitted
messages have been posted,
p
that is, the message data
lost due to lack of coverage,
c
have not been taaken
into accoount in the anaalysis.

Figurre 4: Scenario 3.

Tablee 1 shows the results of the tests. Each off the
columns in the table represents:
r
(1)) the test scenaario,
(2) TETR
RA communiccation mode, (3) the size off the
message sent, (4) the
t
average delay since the
message is sent from the train untiil it is receiveed at
the contrrol center (thee smaller the better)
b
and (5)) the
percentaage of messagees received at the destinatioon.
As iit was expeccted, the results of the first
scenario (where inforrmation is tran
nsmitted via 33G),
are best ones. In thiss scenario the average delaay is
y is the best,, the
1.28 secconds. Althouugh this delay
problem of this scenarrio is that 20%
% of messagess are
lost due to lack of covverage.
Table 1: Tests resultss.
Sccenario
Scenario 1 (3G ‐‐> VPN)
Scenario 2 (Tetra ‐‐> Tetra)
Scenario 2 (Tetra ‐‐> Tetra)
Scenario 3 (Tetra ‐‐> VPN)
Scenario 3 (Tetra ‐‐> VPN)

Msg. Size Received Delay
%
(seconds)
(bytes)
80,12%
1
1,279
‐‐‐
572
99,75%
4
4,851
PDP
572
99,80%
4
4,040
SDS
572
PDP
572
99,87%
3
3,510
SDS
572
99,68%
4
4,090

Mode

In rellation to the results obtaineed in the scenaarios
2 and 33, which aree those that use TETRA for
transmittting positionn informatio
on; as can be
observedd the delays are
a between 3 and 5 secoonds.

Thee best results of TETRA teechnology are achieved
in scenario
s
3 (using PDO). FFurthermore, the
t worst
resu
ults are obtaiined in stagee 2 (also witth PDO).
Ano
other important issue is thee fact that in scenarios
2 and
a 3, no messsages are losst. This is because the
TET
TRA network has a coveragge of 100%.
ETRA is 3 times
Although thee delay of TE
t
the
delaay of GPRS/3
3G, this technnology is still valid for
our positioning system. The justificationss for this
stattement, are:
 The averagee speed of tthe trains using
u
our
possitioning systeem is about 885 km/h. This implies
thatt in 3 second
ds, the train could move about 70
metters.
 The most crittical areas wiith regard to safety
s
are
the stations. Thee stations aree usually locaated near
urban centers. In
n these areas there is mobile phone
cov
verage and so
o, GPRS/3G transmission
n can be
used.
In conclusion, TETRA technology provides
acceptable results despite haviing a delay higher than
GPR
RS/3G. Thee main advvantage of TETRA
tech
hnology is thaat 100% of m
messages sent, arrive at
the destination. Therefore, thhese tests con
nfirm that
add
ding to our communicatiions architeccture, the
posssibility of trransmitting innformation th
hrough a
TET
TRA networrk, will maake it moree robust.
Acccordingly, this will increasse the reliabiliity of the
possitioning system proposed.

5

CONCLU
USIONS A
AND FUT
TURE
WORK

Thiis paper presen
nts the resultss of the tests performed
p
to increase the reliability oof a train po
ositioning
systtem. The traain positioninng system tessted uses
diffferent sources of informaation to calculate the
possition of the trrain: GPS, ME
EMS gyroscop
pe, maps,
ATP and odometter. After calcculating the position, it
is sent to the control cennter using a wireless
com
mmunications architecture based on GPRS/3G.
G
Duee to the naturee of the railwaay line, the coverage of
the communicatiions architectuure only reaches 80%.
Thiis implies thatt the positioniing system is not very
reliable. The railway line in which the po
ositioning
systtem is deploy
yed has a TE
ETRA commu
unications
netw
work that is used
u
for voicee communications. The
TET
TRA network
k has a covverage of 100
0%. This
netw
work could bee a good alterrnative for areeas where
therre is no GPR
RS/3G coveragge, but curren
ntly there
are no studies to confirm this hhypothesis.
The aim of the
t work donee has been to
o confirm
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whether the TETRA network is a valid alternative to
improve the reliability of the positioning system. For
this, a series of tests were done. The tests have been
focused on measuring the delay in sending the
position from the trains to central control. It has also
been counted the number of messages sent
successfully.
The results of the tests confirmed the initial
hypothesis. Therefore, TETRA technology is a good
alternative to increase the coverage of the
communications architecture.
In the future, efforts will focus on the integration
of the TETRA network in the current
communication system. To do this, we must modify
both the hardware and software of the
communications architecture. On the one hand, we
must connect two new TETRA stations to the router
that manages the communications between the train
and the control center. On the other hand, we must
define a scheme for selecting the right
communications technology (GPRS/3G or TETRA)
according to the existing coverage.
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